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1. Performing Phenomenology
   - Science Friction
   - An Unavoidable Necessity
   - The Pre-reflective
   - Resonance
   - Connective Tissue
   - Flesh
   - Reversibility
   - The Medical
   - Heterophenomenology
   - Sexual Difference

2. Telematics: extending Bodies
   - spacemaking: virtuality and materiality
   - exile, ghosts, and astronauts
   - architectures of the real
   - SPetics: on voice and ideology
   - the extended body: telematics and pedagogy

3. responsive architectures: an embodied Poetics
   - from performance to installation
   - take up my hands: performing alone with a wooden room
   - strange meanderings: an embodied poetics responsively out of interactivity
   - from performance to installation
   - from joint to joint: process phenomenologies
   - skin, flesh, metabolism
   - longitude and latitude

4. motion capture: Performing alterity
   - conjuring acts
   - performance-animation
   - empathy, seduction, control
   - fear of capture
   - intercorporeality
   - performing alterity
   - affect, action, ethics

5. Wearables: The Flesh of social computing
   - data choreography
   - corporeal telepathy
   - affective computing
   - conjunctive tissue of visibility
   - a force field of passions
   - the object: "quite close"
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